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Porcelain DA VINCI COLLECTION (51 items)
ACTION China sets DA VINCI COLLECTION BLACK GOLD RED INFINITY 51 items with a discount of 63%
ADVANTAGES of porcelain dinner services DA VINCI COLLECTION of 51 items Discover the world of
porcelain - feel like royalty Early crockery was able to use only royalty but today that luxury is
available to You Porcelain Italian set Da Vinci is no worse than the Queen of England. It consists of 51
items, including cups, saucers and dessert plates lunch bowl of kettle and not only. There is no doubt
this gift will surprise connoisseurs. In addition children and grandchildren will be able to get your ﬁrst
family heirloom which will be passed from generation to generation. Table set the Da Vinci includes all
the necessary items for table setting for lunch for dinner for tea. The set includes 6 tea pairs 240 ml
coﬀee 6 pairs 90 ml of 6 dessert plates 19cm 6 soup plates 22 cm 6 plates 21 cm, 6 napkin rings soup
pot set salt and pepper teapot 12 l sugar bowl creamer. Kitchenware made of high quality porcelain.
Each product is marked with interesting patterns. This set is made in classic style will appeal to any
hostess and will perfectly ﬁt the interior of Your home. Table service Da Vinci for 6 persons 51 items
made of high quality porcelain so the products have high sustainability and strength. This porcelain is
renowned for its durability and elevated resistance characteristics. Kitchenware and tableware of Da
Vinci provides a good mood for the guests decorate a festive table and accentuates the impeccable
taste of the owners. Every woman dreams to have table service or a set. After all, the more items of
one kind of color and shape has set the easier will be the process of setting the table and the table
itself is beautiful in the end. Besides dinner sets Da Vinci is a status product that will appreciate all
your friends and acquaintances. White color smooth porcelain surface plates and cups, table service
Da Vinci decorated with silver and gold decor. The traditional form of a deep dish suitable for ﬁrst
course and second courses with gravy and sauce. Large range will allow universal to use this set. This
set will serve as a stylish, elegant table Your table for every day and for entertaining. Plates
compactly stowed in a smart box making the set a perfect gift. The sets of plates Cutlery sets and
crockery is a decoration for Your Desk and a perfect gift for the wedding anniversary anniversary. To
purchase a table service Da Vinci is possible delivery in Moscow and other cities
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